This paper describes a knowledge based character processing model to resolve some problems of coded character model. Currently, in the field of information processing of digital texts, each character is represented and processed by the "Coded Character
Introduction
Digital texts are usually represented by sequences of coded characters, defined in major coded character sets for information interchange, such as UCS 1 (Unicode). In this sense, digital texts are highly dependent on the definition of the coded character set. UCS is an international standard, so its use for encoding digital texts has two opposite problems:
1. It is difficult to change, so necessary characters cannot be encoded in the current standard.
2. It is always in flux, so representations based on old standards need to be modified for the new standard.
Especially for the digitization of premodern Chinese characters (漢字; J. kanji, Ch. hanzi), the first problem is very serious. Even if required characters are proposed and added to UCS, we need several years and a lot of work before the ideograph is published in the standard. Usually we cannot wait for this, and therefore we usually use gaiji (non-standard characters encoded in PUA [Private Use Areas] ). However, gaiji may cause problems in an open environment, because in most cases each gaiji has only information about its glyph image. For digital texts and databases, searchability is very important issue. For digitization of Chinese characters, we often think about only their glyph images. However, the pure glyph images that represent characters are not characters themselves. They do not contain annotations of characters, so they are not searchable.
The second problem is also serious. For digital archives, the information in digital texts should be stable and permanent. However, UCS disunified some abstract characters of the CJK Unified
Ideographs in BMP (Basic Multilingual Plane) and added some glyphs of them into CJK Unified Ideographs Extension B (Ext-B) as different abstract characters. As shown in the disunification of CJK Unified Ideographs when Ext-B was added, addition of characters potentially may divide semantic coverages indicated by existing code points, especially while the addition of characters to UCS is ongoing.
In UCS and other standards of coded character sets for Chinese characters, each code point indicates a set of glyph images unified by the corresponding abstract character even if it shows a representative glyph image. Semantics of code points are the corresponding sets of glyph images (unifiable coverages) defined by unification rules of the coded character set. Stability of unifiable coverages and/or unification rules is very important-especially for digital archives. In addition, in the case of the digitization of Chinese characters in premodern texts, paying attention to variations of character shapes and their semantics is very important. In some cases, glyph variations of a character may be out of the unifiable coverage of the character. In other cases, unifiable coverage of a character based on premodern character usages may be narrower than in most cases of modern character usage. In addition, its shape is an element of the meaning represented by the character, but it is not the only element-there are several elements involved in the construction of a character's meaning. For example, the ideograph 「芸」 ("talent") is used as a simplified (and canonical) variant of gei 「藝」 in the current Japanese orthography. In this usage, 「芸」has the Japanese pronunciation of gei. However, in earlier historical periods 「芸」has other origins unrelated to 「藝」. In that usage, 「芸」("rue") has the Japanese pronunciation un. In the digitization of ancient Chinese texts, a modern character that corresponds to an ancient one based on a structure of its shape is often different from a modern character whose correspondence is based on its semantics.
In any case, in the digitization of Chinese characters, we may have to think about multidimensional factors of character concepts including detailed differences among glyph images, the differing usage of characters in current writing systems, and various factors unrelated to shape.
To resolve these problems, we have proposed the "Chaon" model. In the Chaon model, each character is represented by a set of character features, so we can use set operations to compare characters. Figure 2 shows a sample of a Venn diagram of character 2 "Triple" is an RDF term. A triple consists of a subject, a predicate, and an object. It is a node of an RDF graph. In CHISE, feature-name and feature-value correspond with a predicate and object of RDF, and a character object described by a set of feature pairs (a feature pair consists of feature-name and feature-value) corresponds with an RDF subject. See World Wide Web Consortium 2004.
objects. The diagram indicates that the characters "言", "云" and "謂" share semantic and phonetic values in modern Japanese even if they have quite different glyphs, and the characters "云" and "雲" share semantic and phonetic values in modern Chinese used in the People's
Republic of China.
As we have already explained, a coded character set (CCS) and a code point in the set can also be character features. Those features enable the exchange of character information with the applications that depend on coded character sets. If a character object has only a CCS feature, processing for the character object is the same as with processing based on the coded-character model presently in standard use. This means that we can regard the coded-character model as a subset of the Chaon model. :
is used as the standard format of the CHISE character ontology. It is called 'char-spec' (characterspecification) format.
To represent complex information, feature names are structured (see sections 2.4, 2.5, and 2.6). A defined character and its feature-name/value can be corresponding with a triple (a set of subject, predicate, and object) in RDF. However, an RDF predicate is not structured like a featurename as in CHISE. Therefore, some mapping rules are required.
Categorization of Features
In character processing based on the Chaon model, it is important to analyze characters and their various properties and behaviors and represent their character features. We can find various properties and behaviors of characters, and we can define infinite numbers of character features.
However, general purpose character ontology requires a guideline about character features. We think it is feasible to regard each character feature as an abstraction of an operation for characters.
Under this approach, each character feature can be categorized as follows:
1. general character property (such as radicals, strokes, phonetic values, or other descriptions of Chinese character dictionaries)
2. mapping for character ID 3. relationship between characters For example, radicals, strokes, and phonetic values can be placed into category 1, code points of UCS can be placed into category 2, and relations between character variants can be placed into category 3.
Mapping for Character ID
The information from category 2 is used for character code processing, such as code conversion.
Character code processing consists of two kind of operations: encoding and decoding. To encode a character using a CCS (coded-character set) is to get the CCS feature's value in the character.
To decode a code point of a CCS is to search for a character whose value of the CCS feature is the code point. Character code processing should be fast, so the character ontology of CHISE has special indexes for decoding. 4 For the processing concerned with character variants, information from category 3 is used.
In character representation based on the Chaon model, each character object is independent of character codes, so a code point of a CCS may have more than one of the corresponding character objects..
In the sense of CCS standards, such as UCS or JIS X 0208:1997, a code point in a CCS indicates an abstract character and what it covers is defined in the standards' unification rules.
However, a CCS code point is usually regarded as an abstract glyph or a glyph image printed as the representative glyph image of the code point. In the case of glyph sets, such as Adobe-Japan1, a code point of a glyph set indicates a glyph and what it covers is ambiguous because the unification rules of the glyph set are not defined in the standard. In such a case, we have to work out the code point's coverage inductively. In any case, because what a code point covers may be ambiguous, we should specify its coverage.
Therefore, we introduced prefixes of features to indicate granularity of coverage (table 1) . For example, =jis-x0208 means abstract glyphs corresponding with the representative glyph-images defined in JIS X 0208 and =>jis-x0208 means abstract characters defined in JIS X 0208. 
Relations between Characters
The Chaon model itself is a method to indicate characters or sets of characters by their character features-it is originally not based on graph theory. However, we can introduce a kind of character feature that includes a list of characters as its feature value. Characters stored in the list can also have this kind of character feature, so we actually can represent a network of characters ( fig. 7 ). This kind of character feature is called a "relation feature."
In CHISE, each relation feature name starts with -> or <-(except its metadata feature names described in section 2.6).
The property of relation features is defined as follows:
If characters A and B exist and there is a character relation A ->foo B, character A has a relation feature whose name is ->foo and character B is an element of its value.
In this case, character B has a reversed relation feature whose name is <-foo and character A is an element of its value.
Description for Complex Information
For development of a general-purpose character ontology, we may find some cases where there are different kinds of usages, purposes, applications, sources, interpretations, or theories, which makes it hard to choose one feature value. Therefore we need to provide alternative values. In such cases, we may want to add metadata, for instance the sources of the values. This requires introducing a structured feature value or a structured feature name. For example, when the total number of strokes is represented by a character feature totalstrokes and UCS is used as a domain identifier, total-strokes in the UCS domain is represented by total-strokes@ucs. When source is represented by the metadata identifier sources, totalstrokes@ucs's source is represented by the metadata feature name total-strokes@ucs*sources.
If there is a correspondence between different kinds of features, such as radical and bodystrokes, we can represent the correspondence using a domain identifier. For example, when radical is represented by ideographic-radical and body-strokes is represented by ideographicstrokes, there are two concrete feature names that correspond:
ideographic-radical@ucs ideographic-strokes@ucs.
Inheritance of character definition
If we construct a large-scale character database including a lot of character variants, inheritance of character definition is good way to avoid writing a lot of common features. So CHISE introduces four special features to represent parent and child relationships: have relatively large differences. The ->denotational feature is useful for describing abstract characters.
Implementation
Character processing based on the Chaon model represents each character as a set of character features instead of a code point of a coded character set and processes the character by various character features. This mechanism indicates that the character processing system based on the Chaon model is a kind of database system to refer and to edit character ontology. So the major goals of the CHISE Project are (1) character database systems, (2) character database contents, and (3) CHISE-based applications. The CHISE Project is working on these goals and makes some of its results available as free software. CHISE-IDS is a database for the structure of the components of Chinese characters, presently including about eighty thousand characters. It is designed to integrate into the CHISE basic character ontology ('ideographic-structure' feature is used in CHISE).
The former is a basic character ontology attached to XEmacs CHISE, which is realized by a collection of define-chars (S-expressions) while the latter is a database of Chinese characters that provides information about shapes represented by the "Ideographic Description Sequence" (IDS)
format defined in ISO/IEC 10646.
Currently the CHISE basic character ontology and CHISE-IDS package are distributed separately. However, the CHISE-IDS package provides an installer to integrate the CHISE-IDS database files with the CHISE basic character ontology. 
Multiple granularity IDS
In the syntax of Ideographic Description Sequence (IDS) defined in ISO/IEC 10646, only coded ideographs (Chinese characters included in UCS) and radical characters can be used as terminal components (leaf nodes of a IDS tree). However, theoretically, any component can be used as a leaf node. CHISE can represent and process characters not included in UCS. Therefore, in CHISE, Chinese characters and special components not included in UCS are also available as components of extended IDS represented by the ideographic-structure feature.
As discussed in section 2.7, CHISE supports inheritance of character definition and CHISE character ontology uses this to represent relationships among different unification granularity, such as abstract character, abstract glyph, and glyph image. If we use abstract characters as terminal components of an IDS, the IDS represents a structure of an abstract character. If we use abstract glyphs, the IDS represents a structure of an abstract glyph. If we use glyph images, the IDS represents a structure of an abstract glyph image. Thus, the extended IDS of CHISE can represent unification coverage (granularity) of a character object (fig. 4 ).
7
漢字庫, http://www.sinica.edu.tw/~cdp/zip/hanzi/hanzicd.zip. and/or historical Chinese characters, such as oracle bone script, using the feature ideographicstructure.
If a user specifies one or more components of a kanji into the "Character components" window and runs a search, the characters that include every specified component are displayed.
In the display of results, if a character is used as a component of other characters, these derived characters are indented after the character in tree form ( fig. 5 ).
9 CHISE IDS Find, http://www.chise.org/ ids-find. 
CHISE-wiki
In a results page of the CHISE IDS Find, the first column of each line indicates an entry for a character. It has a link for a page in the CHISE-wiki to display details of the character ( fig. 6 ).
CHISE-wiki is a Web service to view and edit character objects in the CHISE character ontology. The CHISE-wiki is based on EST which is a Wiki-like system for structured data.
A CHISE-wiki page represents a character object in the CHISE character ontology. It shows a representative glyph image (or name) of an object and each feature of the objects.
CHISE link map
On the CHISE IDS Find search results page, the third column of each line shows a link, "link map," to the CHISE Link map by Koichi Kamichi 10 ( fig. 7) . The CHISE link map is a web service for visualizing relationships among character objects. It visualizes an overview of a character's variant network.
External Representations

Entity Reference
XEmacs CHISE and some other implementations of CHISE support a special format to encode non-UCS characters:
It is designed to be interpreted as an SGML/XML entity reference and is therefore called "entity reference". The <charDecl> tag corresponds with the define-char function of XEmacs CHISE, and the <char> tag corresponds with char-spec (see section 2.2). However, TEI requires using the <glyph> tag for glyph variants of characters included in Unicode. Therefore, if a character can be mapped to Unicode, one should use the <glyph> tag instead of the <char> tag.
The <charProp> tag can be used to represent character features. If a character feature corresponds with a character property of Unicode, the <unicodeName> tag should be used for the feature name. Otherwise each character feature name can be represented by the <localName> tag.
The <value> tag can be used to represent feature value in either case.
The <charDecl> tag of TEI P5 does not support inheritance of character definition (see section 2.7). Instead, the <localName> tag may be available to map information about inheritance represented by the <-subsumptive feature and the <-denotational feature.
Derived Works
Character Analysis
Character ontology is available to analyze networks of characters. For example, the CHISE-IDS database makes a network of characters based on relationships among characters which have shared character components. Yoshi Fujiwara and colleagues analyzed these kinds of character relationships based on shared character components (Fujiwara, Suzuki, and Morioka 2004) . Hantology seems to be designed for heavier applications.
IDS-based activity in IRG
CDP
C. C. Hsieh and his colleagues at Academia Sinica were among the earliest pioneers (since the 1990s) who worked to develop with Chinese character processing system based on knowledge processing. For the purpose of expressing the parts of characters that are not characters themselves, more than 2,000 code points from the private use area (PUA) of Big5 had been used by the system. Furthermore, the CDP database initially used a set of only three operators for connecting the characters, although in practice, this was expanded to eleven through the introduction of shortcut operators for handling multiple occurrences of the same component in one character. There are three more operator-like characters, which are used when embedding glyph expressions into running text.
CHISE and CDP may share similar purpose and spirit. However, CHISE supports not only Chinese ideographs but also various scripts, while CDP is designed specifically for Chinese ideographs. In fact, CHISE ontology includes information on Unicode data and uses the same mechanism for every script. In addition, CHISE is designed not to be dependent on a particular character code, while CDP is dependent on Big5.
In the representation of the ideographic structure of components, CDP uses original infix format while CHISE uses IDS format.
Conclusion
We have described the character processing model Chaon and given an overview of CHISE. This method is also available for non-Unicode characters.
CHISE is an open source project, so its results are distributed as free software. These web pages, various programs, and data are managed using Git (a kind of version control system), allowing users to get the latest snapshot. There are mailing lists about the CHISE project in English and Japanese. Anyone interested in the CHISE project is invited to join the lists.
